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For many pediatricians, addressing exposure to traumatic events that could 
cause toxic stress in their patients is seen as difficult for a number of reasons, 
including lack of time, complexity of the topics, limited referral resources, 
and discomfort. At the same time, the study conducted by the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention and Kaiser Permanente on adverse childhood 
experiences (ACEs)1 emphasized the effect of trauma on the developing brain and 
health across the life span—a natural concern for all pediatricians. Importantly, 
ACEs described in the study are present in every socioeconomic level and can 
be devastating to a child’s physical, mental, and emotional health and well-being 
into adulthood. This document provides initial suggestions for pediatricians to 
consider when addressing ACEs in their practices.

Addressing Adverse 
Childhood Experiences 
and Other Types of Trauma 
in the Primary Care Setting
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THE MEDICAL HOME: 
IDEAL FOR ADDRESSING 
TRAUMA
The medical home model is an ideal approach to caring 
for children, especially those with complex conditions. 
The medical home is considered vital for children and 
youth with special health care needs (CYSHCN) because 
they benefit greatly from the emphasis on coordinated 
care and family-centered approaches. Children who have 
been exposed to traumatic events like ACEs often have 
similar needs to CYSHCN in that they 

ꢀ •ꢀAreꢀatꢀriskꢀforꢀpoorꢀhealthꢀoutcomes

ꢀ •ꢀꢀWouldꢀlikelyꢀrequireꢀadditionalꢀservicesꢀcomparedꢀ
withꢀotherꢀchildren

ꢀ •ꢀꢀMayꢀbenefitꢀfromꢀtrackingꢀtoꢀassistꢀwithꢀreferralsꢀ
andꢀfollow-upꢀcompletion

ꢀ •ꢀꢀAreꢀatꢀriskꢀforꢀnumerousꢀsocial-emotionalꢀandꢀ
developmentalꢀproblemsꢀ

According to the American Academy of Pediatrics 
(AAP) definition, aꢀmedicalꢀhome should be accessible, 
continuous, comprehensive, family-centered, coordinated, 
compassionate, and culturally effective for all children. 
Children and youth with special health care needs, 
including those affected by trauma, benefit significantly 
when pediatric practices reflect these characteristics. 
Some practical activities would include

ꢀ •ꢀꢀIdentifyꢀtheꢀchildrenꢀatꢀriskꢀthroughꢀroutineꢀscreeningꢀ
orꢀsurveillance.

ꢀ •ꢀꢀConsiderꢀusingꢀaꢀregistryꢀlikeꢀwithꢀCYSHCNꢀasꢀaꢀ
reminderꢀforꢀadditionalꢀfollow-upꢀinꢀfutureꢀvisits.

ꢀ •ꢀꢀAssessꢀfamilyꢀandꢀpatientꢀstrengthsꢀandꢀassetsꢀ
asꢀwellꢀasꢀchallenges,ꢀtoꢀhelpꢀidentifyꢀneedsꢀforꢀ
specificꢀservicesꢀandꢀsupportsꢀinꢀtheꢀfuture.

ꢀ •ꢀꢀEstablishꢀrelationshipsꢀwithꢀcommunityꢀresourcesꢀ
toꢀaddressꢀtraumaꢀinꢀchildren.

ꢀ •ꢀꢀHaveꢀaꢀcomprehensiveꢀlistꢀofꢀcommunityꢀresourcesꢀ
availableꢀ(localꢀUnitedꢀWayꢀorganizationsꢀoftenꢀareꢀ
aꢀsource).

ꢀ •ꢀMakeꢀreferralsꢀtoꢀcommunityꢀresources.

ꢀ •ꢀFollowꢀupꢀonꢀreferrals;ꢀcloseꢀcommunicationꢀloops.

ꢀ •ꢀꢀEquipꢀpatientsꢀandꢀfamiliesꢀwithꢀbehavioralꢀ
managementꢀtoolsꢀ(seeꢀ“Bring Out the Best 
in Your Children”).

THE PROCESS
For practices that have not addressed exposure to 
trauma in any formal way, starting this process can 
seem like a daunting task. While some practices actually 
have a mental health professional situated in the 
practice structure, this is not a feasible option for most. 
Common concerns include the need overwhelming 
the practice’s resources and the process taking too 
long, families being offended by the pediatrician asking 
about these “sensitive issues,” and physicians and 
other staff not knowing how to begin the conversation 
or respond when traumatic events are identified. This 
document outlines a 4-step process that practices can 
use to prepare to begin identifying children who have 
experienced trauma or who are affected by the traumatic 
events experienced by their parents and caregivers, with 
the goal of being prepared to respond should an issue 
be identified. The 4-step process is framed with 
4 questions.

ꢀ •ꢀ Whyꢀareꢀweꢀlookingꢀatꢀthisꢀissue?

ꢀ •ꢀ Whatꢀareꢀweꢀlookingꢀfor?

ꢀ •ꢀ Howꢀdoꢀweꢀfindꢀit?

ꢀ •ꢀꢀWhat do we doꢀonceꢀweꢀhaveꢀfoundꢀit?

Additional material will also be provided to help 
practices prepare and highlight the quality improvement 
framework that can be used to implement the process. 
Finally, throughout this document, a case study will 
demonstrate how this process was successfully used in 
a general pediatric practice setting. 
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ASSESSING READINESS 
TO CHANGE
As with any significant change in practice, there will be 
key components that need to exist if any new process 
or approach is to be successfully implemented. These 
components are not unique to the introduction of 
exposure to trauma into the patient visit but are vital for 
that activity to occur. To be successful in implementing 
activities related to identification and treatment of 
exposure to trauma, a practice needs

ꢀ •ꢀꢀAꢀchampionꢀwhoꢀrecognizesꢀtheꢀimportanceꢀofꢀtheꢀ
issueꢀandꢀisꢀableꢀandꢀwillingꢀtoꢀmoveꢀitꢀforward

ꢀ •ꢀꢀAꢀsignificantꢀnumberꢀofꢀstaff,ꢀincludingꢀotherꢀcliniciansꢀ
andꢀfrontꢀofficeꢀandꢀbackꢀofficeꢀstaff,ꢀwhoꢀareꢀwillingꢀ
andꢀreadyꢀtoꢀchange

ꢀ •ꢀꢀAꢀpracticeꢀenvironmentꢀthatꢀsupportsꢀopen,ꢀhonestꢀ
questions,ꢀdialogue,ꢀfeedback,ꢀandꢀconfidentiality

ꢀ •ꢀꢀOpportunitiesꢀtoꢀeducateꢀandꢀtrainꢀstaffꢀpriorꢀtoꢀ
andꢀduringꢀimplementation

ꢀ •ꢀꢀAnꢀestablishedꢀgoalꢀorꢀvision:ꢀwhatꢀdoꢀyouꢀwantꢀ
toꢀaccomplish?

ꢀ •ꢀꢀFinancialꢀresourcesꢀavailableꢀtoꢀsupportꢀ
practiceꢀchange

If these components are in place, the practice can move 
forward with pursuing implementation of trauma-related 
activities. 

 Why are we looking at this issue? 
Obviously, understanding the effect that exposure to 
traumatic events has on a child’s short- and long-term 
physical and mental health is important before changing 
practice. It will be important to educate other clinicians, 
office staff (including front office staff), and the patients 
themselves as to why this is such an important issue. 
For each group, the purpose of this awareness building 
is different.

STEP 
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ꢀ •ꢀꢀCliniciansꢀwillꢀwantꢀtoꢀbeꢀsureꢀthatꢀtheꢀscienceꢀisꢀ
supportingꢀtheirꢀchangeꢀinꢀpractice.

ꢀ •ꢀꢀOfficeꢀstaffꢀandꢀcliniciansꢀrequireꢀthisꢀbackgroundꢀtoꢀ
driveꢀtheꢀqualityꢀimprovementꢀchange,ꢀwhichꢀcanꢀ
affectꢀallꢀareasꢀofꢀtheꢀpractice,ꢀincludingꢀtheꢀcontentꢀ
andꢀlengthꢀofꢀtheꢀpatientꢀvisit,ꢀofficeꢀworkꢀflow,ꢀandꢀ
approachꢀtakenꢀbyꢀallꢀlevelsꢀofꢀstaff.

ꢀ •ꢀꢀChildren,ꢀyouth,ꢀandꢀfamiliesꢀneedꢀtoꢀunderstandꢀtheꢀ
effectꢀtheseꢀissuesꢀhaveꢀonꢀtheirꢀphysicalꢀandꢀmentalꢀ
health,ꢀwell-being,ꢀandꢀfutureꢀacademicꢀsuccessꢀtoꢀ
understandꢀwhyꢀtheꢀpediatricianꢀisꢀaddressingꢀit.

These efforts to educate are often led by the practice 
champion, who has identified this as an important issue 
for the practice. It would be helpful to have a staff person 
from each area of the practice who is willing to lead the 
education efforts for that particular group. Together, the 
practice can identify ways to begin educating families. 
It has been reported that families often feel relief from 
stress just because of the initial inquiry.

CASE SCENARIO  

After reading the policy statement from the AAP on toxic stress, 
several of our clinicians felt that this was an issue that we had to 
address within our clinical practice. Those of us who were most 
engaged in doing some sort of screening decided to pilot screen 
on our own, collect a little data that described our results, and 
present that information to the rest of the practice during one of 
our internal journal clubs. The education experience really was 
2-fold: the policy statement helped to focus the practice on 
the “why” we needed to screen, but the practical experience 
from the pilot helped us to convince the other clinicians that it 
really was doable, which helped alleviate the fear that this type of 
screening would somehow disrupt our usual office flow in terms 
of the time required to screen and have conversations 
with families.

 What are we looking for? 
Once the practice has decided to proceed with 
addressing the issue of exposure to trauma, the next 
step will be to determine who should be identified 
and how. Existing AAP materials, such as the Brightꢀ
FuturesꢀGuidelines, provide some entry points for 
these issues. Overarching questions to consider for 
your practice include

STEP 

2
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ꢀ •ꢀꢀWhoꢀshouldꢀweꢀassessꢀandꢀwhen?

  –  Are we targeting the incidence of ACEs within 
our patients (children and adolescents) themselves? 
If so, when do we assess? Some options that others 
have considered include

   •  Everyone during the toddler years (universal assessment).
   • Pre-identified periodic assessments.
   •  Children who present with apparent somatic complaints 

for which there is no organic, obvious cause.
   • Children experiencing school problems or failure.
   • Teens with mental health concerns.
   •  All patients after age 2 years.
   •  Children with previously identified adverse experiences, 

including those with parents with risk factors 
(eg, substance use, mental illness).

   •  Children living in poverty.

  –  Do we look at parents’ experiences instead of or in addition 
to children’s experiences?

   •  The majority of what we learn about being a parent 
comes from our own experiences of being parented.

   •   How do ACEs affect parenting choices?
   •  Children’s ACEs are often a result of or associated with 

the parents’ behavior.

CASE SCENARIO 

As a first step into addressing ACEs within our practice, we 
decided to ask parents with infants about their own experiences. 
Our thought was that we could perhaps identify parents who 
might need extra support in learning positive parenting practices 
before they repeated maladaptive patterns from their own 
childhoods. We felt that it was important to have a parallel 
conversation about resilience with parents and found some great 
information (including a resilience questionnaire that we are 
using) at www.resiliencetrumpsaces.org.

 How do we find it? 
The original screening tool for ACEs was designed for 
adults. There are a few new approaches being tested 
and used in practice that are geared toward identifying 
ACEs in children, many of which can be found at 
***.aap.org/medhomecev/diagnostictools. The 
work in this area is new and the evidence base is still in 
development. Your practice will need to determine how it 
wants to proceed with what questions to ask and when to 
ask them. Some questions that can be considered include

ꢀ •ꢀꢀHowꢀwillꢀweꢀaskꢀtheꢀquestions?ꢀ

  –  A pre-visit questionnaire provided to parents before the visit
  –  A direct interview during the patient visit
  –  Written or verbal inquiries

STEP 
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ꢀ •ꢀꢀIfꢀweꢀuseꢀaꢀquestionnaire

  –  How will it be distributed and explained to patients?
  –  How will it get returned to the physician or other 

staff who will address the issues?
  –  How do we consider patient privacy as questions 

are answered?
  –  Consider literacy levels and translation needs.

ꢀ •ꢀꢀIfꢀweꢀuseꢀaꢀdirectꢀinterviewꢀapproach,ꢀwhatꢀdecisionꢀ
supportsꢀwillꢀhelpꢀusꢀrememberꢀtheꢀquestions?

ꢀ •ꢀꢀHowꢀdoꢀweꢀdocumentꢀtheꢀresults?ꢀ
Someꢀconsiderationsꢀinclude

  –  How will we consider the safety of the child and the adult 
being abused if intimate partner violence is identified?

  –  How do we create an environment in which families 
are not stigmatized? 

  –  How do we reconcile meeting needs of patient confidentiality 
with the safety of the patient?

  –  How will appropriate follow-up be completed?

CASE SCENARIO  

As an example of a pilot that has worked for a large practice, 8 
of our 27 clinicians decided to screen parents at the 4-month 
well-child visit. We wrote a cover letter that explained why we 
were doing the screening and had parents (both parents if they 
were both at the visit) complete the ACE questionnaire as well as 
a survey about resilience. We ended the questionnaire with a list 
of potential resources to understand what parents perceived their 
own needs to be. As we were rolling out the pilot, we created 
a confidential field within our electronic medical record for 
documentation; with this field, the clinician can see the results 
of the screen during a visit, but the field does not print into 
notes, so the information is not inadvertently released if a parent 
transfers care. This was important to the privacy of the parents 
completing the questionnaire.

  What do we do once we have 
found it? 

Thinking through what will happen if some kind of ACE 
or exposure to trauma is identified with the child or family 
is important to the success of this process. The practice 
will need to be prepared to respond—not by handling 
all the issues from within the practice, but knowing the 
community resources available to families so referrals can 
be made. 

STEP 

4
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There may be no need to create a new list; especially in 
urban communities, these resources are often already 
catalogued and available. The champion in the practice 
can enlist the help of someone else in the office, a 
volunteer parent, or even a college student looking 
for volunteer hours to track down lists of community 
resources. Some common places these lists can be 
found include

ꢀ •ꢀLocalꢀdepartmentꢀofꢀpublicꢀhealth

ꢀ •ꢀLocalꢀdepartmentꢀofꢀhumanꢀservices

ꢀ •ꢀChildꢀabuseꢀhotlines

ꢀ •ꢀLargerꢀchildꢀcareꢀcenters,ꢀincludingꢀHeadꢀStart

ꢀ •ꢀLocalꢀTitleꢀVꢀdivisionꢀorꢀstateꢀprogramꢀforꢀCYSHCN

ꢀ •ꢀꢀLocalꢀchaptersꢀofꢀFamily-to-FamilyꢀNetworkꢀorꢀ
otherꢀfamily-centeredꢀorganizationsꢀsuchꢀasꢀFamilyꢀ
Voices,ꢀchildꢀprotectiveꢀservices,ꢀandꢀChildren’sꢀ
AdvocacyꢀCenter

ꢀ •ꢀꢀNonprofitꢀsocialꢀserviceꢀorganizationsꢀthatꢀofferꢀaꢀ
broadꢀrangeꢀofꢀprogramsꢀandꢀservicesꢀforꢀyouthꢀ
andꢀfamilies

ꢀ •ꢀLocalꢀUnitedꢀWayꢀorganization

ꢀ •ꢀꢀLocalꢀ211/311ꢀprogram

The lists you find may be overwhelming. The practice 
may want to highlight a few that staff are familiar with 
or that reflect the needs of the families you serve. 
Some questions to consider when organizing your 
resources include

ꢀ •ꢀꢀWhatꢀresourcesꢀdoꢀyourꢀparentsꢀwant?ꢀWhatꢀareꢀtheꢀ
mostꢀcommonꢀneedsꢀforꢀtheꢀfamiliesꢀinꢀyourꢀpractice?ꢀ
Askꢀthem.ꢀHoldꢀaꢀfocusꢀgroup.ꢀCreateꢀaꢀparentꢀ
advisoryꢀgroup.

ꢀ •ꢀꢀWhatꢀdoesꢀtheꢀpracticeꢀwantꢀtoꢀprovideꢀin-houseꢀandꢀ
whatꢀrequiresꢀaꢀreferral?

ꢀ •ꢀꢀꢀIsꢀthereꢀaꢀcareꢀcoordinatorꢀinꢀtheꢀpracticeꢀwhoꢀ
willꢀtakeꢀonꢀthisꢀtask?ꢀIfꢀnot,ꢀwouldꢀhavingꢀaꢀcareꢀ
coordinatorꢀreduceꢀtheꢀtimeꢀtheꢀphysicianꢀspendsꢀ
inꢀaddressingꢀtheseꢀconcerns,ꢀandꢀwouldꢀthisꢀtimeꢀ
allowꢀforꢀaꢀlargeꢀenoughꢀincreaseꢀinꢀvisitsꢀtoꢀcoverꢀ
theꢀsalaryꢀofꢀtheꢀcareꢀcoordinator?

CASE SCENARIO  

Our practice struggled with the “what do we do” question 
first—ie, what are we going to do when we find parents who 
have experienced ACEs? We decided the best approach was to 
ask parents directly about what they wanted through a simple 
questionnaire that was attached to the ACE screener during the 
small pilot that a few of our clinicians conducted. We found that 
the majority of parents were interested in parenting classes and 
support groups, with a few asking for home visiting programs, 
relief nurseries, and online information about ACEs. Once we 
knew that information, we were able to track down the resources 
that families requested the most. Several of the clinicians 
also used resources and anticipatory guidance materials from 
Connected Kids, which includes brochures about discipline and 
positive parenting, understanding developmental expectations, 
and how children best learn. The resources within the Ages & 
Stages Questionnaires also provided games and activities that 
parents could do with their children, which helps to facilitate 
bonding between parents and children in the context of 
developmental promotion.

The pediatric medical home is a trusted resource for 
families. This can include guidance on parenting that will 
support building resilient children. While referrals to more 
intensive parenting programs may be necessary in some 
cases, is it possible for the pediatrician or other dedicated 
staff to provide counsel and support to parents to help 
them make different decisions about parenting? 

There are resources to support this type of discussion. 
Some of these include materials from the AAP Connected 
Kids program (www2.aap.org/connectedkids/). 
Practices can consider 

ꢀ •ꢀꢀKeepingꢀselectedꢀConnectedꢀKidsꢀresourcesꢀstockedꢀ
inꢀexaminationꢀrooms

ꢀ •ꢀꢀUsingꢀguidanceꢀfromꢀConnectedꢀKidsꢀtoꢀsupplementꢀ
conversationꢀduringꢀsubsequentꢀexaminations

There are also a number of excellent, evidence-based 
parenting programs available (eg, the Triple P—Positive 
Parenting Program). The practice could consider 
incorporating elements from these programs or even 
hosting more intensive programs on site. Additional 
programs can be found at www.childwelfare.gov/
preventing/programs/types/parented.cfm. 

With any child or family that has experienced a traumatic 
event, additional support will be necessary. It is important 
for the practice to have a process in place to complete 
follow-up with the family to assist them with successfully 
using services. 
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IDENTIFYING ADVERSE 
CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES 
AND OTHER SOURCES 
OF TRAUMA IS QUALITY 
IMPROVEMENT 
We now understand the significant effect that exposure 
to trauma can have on a child’s short- and long-term 
physical and mental health. With that in mind, supporting 
the practice’s efforts becomes a way to improve the 
care being offered in the practice and, hopefully, health 
outcomes for children. Thinking of this process as a 
quality improvement activity provides a framework that 
can guide the types of changes being proposed and 
methods for implementing and evaluating those changes. 
This approach also allows practices that may not be ready 
for formal screening to begin setting the stage for a more 
formal process in the future by taking one small step at 
a time. 

Here are some strategies to begin creating a practice 
environment that recognizes the importance of ACEs 
and encourages families to discuss these concerns in the 
medical home. 

ꢀ •ꢀꢀSetꢀtheꢀtone.ꢀLetꢀtheꢀparentsꢀofꢀyourꢀpatientsꢀknowꢀ
thatꢀtheseꢀissuesꢀareꢀimportant,ꢀaffectꢀtheꢀchild,ꢀandꢀ
areꢀOKꢀtoꢀtalkꢀaboutꢀinꢀtheꢀmedicalꢀhome.ꢀLetꢀthemꢀ
knowꢀthatꢀtheyꢀareꢀnotꢀalone,ꢀitꢀisꢀnotꢀtheirꢀfault,ꢀandꢀ
thereꢀareꢀpeopleꢀinꢀtheꢀpracticeꢀwhoꢀcanꢀhelp.ꢀ

ꢀ •ꢀꢀUseꢀotherꢀmodalitiesꢀforꢀopeningꢀtheꢀdoorꢀtoꢀ
conversation,ꢀsuchꢀas

  –  Examination room posters
  –  Resource lists and Web site links readily available 

or posted
  –  “Did you know?” statements on clipboards used 

to fill out office paperwork

ꢀ •ꢀꢀContinueꢀtoꢀencourageꢀdevelopmentalꢀpromotion.

ꢀ •ꢀꢀCreateꢀaꢀparentꢀadvisoryꢀgroup.

For practices that are ready to start a more formal 
screening but find addressing all ACEs or forms of 
trauma overwhelming, a staged approach can be used. 
A practice can start by asking about one type of violence 
rather than all at once or just begin by asking a broader 
question like, “Since the last time I saw your child, has 
anything really scary or upsetting happened to your child 
or anyone in your family?”1

As is the case with any quality improvement effort, there 
is really no end point. The practice can be continually 
looking to improve the way it addresses ACEs and 
trauma with the children and families it sees. After a 
more comprehensive approach to screening for ACEs has 
begun, consider asking some of the following questions 
to push the effort forward:

ꢀ •ꢀꢀHowꢀdoꢀweꢀimproveꢀdetectionꢀrates?

ꢀ •ꢀꢀTraditionalꢀmedicalꢀmodelsꢀhaveꢀfocusedꢀprimarilyꢀ
onꢀtheꢀphysical,ꢀbehavioral,ꢀandꢀemotionalꢀhealthꢀofꢀ
theꢀpatient,ꢀbutꢀworkingꢀwithꢀACEsꢀrequiresꢀaꢀshiftꢀ
toꢀconsideringꢀtheꢀfamilyꢀasꢀaꢀwhole.ꢀParentsꢀandꢀ
familiesꢀareꢀnotꢀusedꢀtoꢀthisꢀdynamic,ꢀsoꢀhowꢀdoꢀweꢀ
facilitateꢀaꢀcultureꢀchangeꢀinꢀtheꢀphysician-patientꢀ
relationship?

ꢀ •ꢀꢀReviewꢀandꢀevaluateꢀtheꢀprocessꢀofꢀaskingꢀ
theꢀquestions.

  – Are we asking the right questions?
  –  Are response rates different if asked as part 

of an interview instead of on paper?
  –  What other times do we need to be asking 

these questions?
  –  Do we want to use universal screening? If so, 

what ACEs are our patients experiencing in various 
age groups (eg, toddler, school age, adolescence)?

  –  Do we want to use a targeted screening approach? 
If so, what would be the indicators?

   •  Screening at mental health visits
   •  Screening when unexplained somatic 

complaints arise
   •  Screening in the context of school failure
   •  Attempting a screening after multiple 

missed appointments
   •  Other scenarios
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CASE SCENARIO  

When we started our pilot, we really wanted to know if screening 
parents for ACEs was feasible, whether screening would be 
accepted by families and clinicians, and whether we could tailor 
a reasonable response to the results of the screening. Our initial 
experiences were positive, and the process of screening has 
enhanced relationships with our families. Now we want to know 
how to spread screening to the rest of the practice, how to better 
incorporate the information about parents’ resilience into our 
responses, and what additional ACEs we should be screening 
for (eg, community violence, food insecurity, bullying, racism/
prejudice). Ultimately, we want to be able to prove that we are 
improving outcomes for our parents and patients, so our final 
question relates to better understanding what outcomes we are 
hoping to affect. We have further ideas about screening at other 
ages and in other circumstances, so we are beginning to expand 
our focus into other areas.

  –  Consider conducting a pilot test to answer some 
preliminary questions.

   •  Is it feasible? 
   •  Will our patients complete it? 
   •  Will our clinicians accept it? 
   •  Can we tailor a response to the screening results?

  –  Moving forward, we will need to consider

   •  If we started by assessing a small group, how do we 
expand assessment to a broader audience?

   •  What are the outcomes we hope to see? 
   •  Are we interested in particular types of ACEs?

PREPARING PHYSICIANS 
AND STAFF FOR 
THE PROCESS
As discussed at the beginning of this document, there 
are certain characteristics that a practice needs to have 
to be ready for change. In addition, physicians and all 
levels of staff need to actively acquire new skills and 
frameworks to identify and respond to ACEs and trauma 
as successfully as possible, including

ꢀ •ꢀꢀUnderstandingꢀthatꢀlisteningꢀisꢀtherapeutic.

  – When something becomes speakable, it becomes tolerable.
  –  Making the connection between the emotional brain 

and the thinking brain is the first step toward healing 
and integration.

ꢀ •ꢀꢀPhysicians,ꢀinꢀparticular,ꢀoftenꢀcarryꢀtheꢀmind-setꢀofꢀ
needingꢀtoꢀmakeꢀallꢀthingsꢀright,ꢀrightꢀnow.ꢀAnotherꢀ
approachꢀtoꢀconsiderꢀisꢀfocusingꢀonꢀwhatꢀsolutionsꢀ
parents,ꢀpatients,ꢀandꢀfamiliesꢀcanꢀcomeꢀupꢀwithꢀforꢀ
addressingꢀtheirꢀownꢀchallenges.

ꢀ •ꢀꢀSelf-careꢀisꢀsoꢀimportant;ꢀthisꢀisꢀdifficultꢀwork.ꢀ
“Putꢀyourꢀownꢀoxygenꢀmaskꢀonꢀfirst,ꢀbeforeꢀ
helpingꢀothers.”ꢀSeeꢀmoreꢀtipsꢀforꢀself-careꢀinꢀtheꢀ
handoutꢀ“Protecting Physician Wellness.”

ꢀ •ꢀꢀThisꢀisꢀnotꢀsomethingꢀtoꢀbeꢀdoneꢀinꢀisolation.ꢀ
Theꢀchild’sꢀandꢀfamily’sꢀhealthꢀisꢀdependentꢀonꢀ
multipleꢀsystemsꢀworkingꢀtogether.ꢀFindꢀlike-mindedꢀ
partnersꢀinꢀyourꢀcommunityꢀforꢀsupportꢀforꢀyouꢀandꢀ
theꢀchild’sꢀfamily.ꢀ

ꢀ •ꢀꢀYourꢀfamiliesꢀcanꢀbeꢀaꢀgreatꢀresourceꢀforꢀyou.ꢀ
Considerꢀaskingꢀfamiliesꢀwhatꢀtheyꢀwouldꢀlikeꢀtoꢀseeꢀ
inꢀtheꢀpracticeꢀtoꢀaddressꢀtheseꢀissues.ꢀThisꢀcouldꢀ
evenꢀbeꢀformalizedꢀwithꢀtheꢀdevelopmentꢀofꢀaꢀfamilyꢀ
advisoryꢀgroup.ꢀ

Finally, perhaps the most significant thing a pediatric 
practice can provide a family is the knowledge that they 
are not alone; the medical home will not be a place for 
assigning blame but rather to help support the family 
and connect them with the services they need. For one 
practice, it comes down to this key message to families: 
“You are not alone, it is not your fault, and I will help.”
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